TREVELYAN COLLEGE JCR MINUTES

Exec Meeting
28th January 2018 6:15pm
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INDIVIDUAL REPORTS
Grover: Not much new, I do my job, it gets done. I’ve had one application for Bar sabb.
Dan: Please keep pushing Post-oﬀer visit day rep applications because not many have applied. And I’ll
finally be putting up the Trevs map soon yay!
Mary: I had DSO forum and lunch with the Pro-Vice Chancellor this week. The DSO framework is getting
reviewed. We talked briefly about the role of the Frep, with some changes due hopefully by next year. Also,
there was some talk about livers-out being able to benefit from meal seconds. At my Alumni Committee
meeting, we talked about Rose’s careers weekend plans and the progress on the garden of reflection.
Christian: I had Academic events committee, college are looking to potentially start a wellbeing committee.
Laura: I had a WAComm meeting, the Mental Health Awareness and Shag week campaigns are coming up
soon, as are an invisible disabilities campaign and LGBT+ Bar night.
Nat: SU nominations closed today and assembly is coming up on Thursday.
Alistair: TCUP closes on 14th of February, Dream Scheme is heating up.
Jeremy: I had a drop-in yesterday.
Saška: I put things from the oﬃce back into the garage. We’re getting a big cheque for the charity ball
earnings.
Abby: The second outreach project is coming up soon.
Danielle: Formal is reasonably full now!
Jack: Had a JCR meeting yesterday, I’ll talk about soon.
JCR MEETING REVIEW
Jack: I thought the meeting and the husts were good.
Mary: It’s a rare time where husts have really added to the election process.
Laura: I just wanted to say that, I felt some of the questions could have been seen as quite aggressive and
leading.
Jack: Well, their manifesto needs to be more properly scrutinised when only one person is running. Overall
it was good though.

LUNAR NEW YEAR
Jeremy: The Lunar New Year event is happening in the bar, I’ve got a few people to perform, we’ll have
food! I haven’t been told not to have cash prizes, so hopefully that can go ahead.
Becki: Are you going to want special toasties? I’ll speak to Alice and let you know what she thinks.

DREAM SCHEME
Alistair: Finn Comm had our Dream Scheme meeting yesterday to decide which ones to go forward to the
JCR with. They all got approved other than the external Summer Ball application. As the main point of this
project is to spend financial reserves, all the other projects were accepted because they are long-term
investments in college. In that case, we didn't think it would be fair to only invest in something for a one oﬀ
event that caters to just 400 of the JCR. It was also double the price of the next most expensive application.
Nat: How will the vote work?
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Alistair: It will just be ‘Yes/No’.
SU ASSEMBLY
Nat: I had SU assembly, but nobody came. So I’m just going to run through the motions now.
*Discusses upcoming motions including University living wage, rent strikes, extra-curricular communications,
student worker rights, marriage equality, rising accommodation costs, and new student groups*

ALISTAIR’S UNPLUGGED-RELATED IDEA
Alistair: It would be nice if we could have an Unplugged set list on the JCR Spotify, any objections?
Laura: Sounds like a good idea!
Grover: It has been proposed that the bar might get a Spotify account too.
Becki: How would it work?
Alistair: Myself, Saška and the Music Rep would be in charge of the log-in and we would give this to you as
needed.

JCR CALENDAR
Danielle: I know that there was a post on instagram, but I realised that nobody knows the dates of formals,
that might explain why this one was undersubscribed.
Saška: We can add formal priority to the post I’ll make on the Instagram
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